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Pure Implemented - Now What?

Your IT eco-system

- Pure
- SSO
- HR
- Finance
- IR
- DW
- SQL
Agenda

• Implementation Today
• Services
• DIY integration
• Feedback Session
Implementation Today

Who We Are

• Part of Client Services Team
• International Team

What We Do

• Pure Implementation
• Project Management
• Support Other Services
Services

Add-ons
- Project/Funding Integration
- Pure Portal
- Single Sign-on
- Profile Refinement

Upgrades
- Migration to AWS Hosting
- Migration from custom to Pure Portal
- Master List to XML Integration (DIY)
DIY Integration

Pure Core = Admin + Content Import

- Research output
- Activities
- Prizes
- Equipment
- Press/media
- Datasets

.. And much more!

Automated:
- Newsfio
- NIH grants
Services

Project/Funding Integration

Note: Other integration projects can also be purchased.
Services
Project/Funding Integration

Benefits:
- Relate content to Projects/Awards
- Easier to create reports and data stories for funders
- Showcase Projects on the Pure Portal

Requirements:
- Creation of XML file(s) import from Finance system
- Review of Award management workflows
Services
Pure Portal

Benefits:
- Supports showcasing, collaboration and improved with regular release cycle
- Modern, SEO-optimized and responsive design
- Ease to deploy: Hosted in AWS

Requirements:
- Access from AWS to Pure
- Possible Data Cleanup
Services

Migration to Amazon Web Services Hosting

Benefits:
- Cloud: Security, reliability and no maintenance required
- Automatic OS upgrades and monitoring
- Scalable – plans available for different needs

Requirements:
- Access to intermediate XML store from AWS
- Updating DNS
- Reconfiguring Single Sign-on

![AWS Logo]

**Standard Server**
- Automatic updates
- 1 production
- N testing

**Dedicated Server**
- Customized updates
- 1 production
- N testing
DIY Upgrade
Migration from Master List to XML Integration

Benefits:
- Automation of HR updates using jobs
- More fields can be populated
- Decompose orgs/hierarchy from persons

• Requirements:
  - Data assessment & mapping
  - Developer for HR integration

Contact Pure Support for further info
DIY Integration

Pure API Integration

Benefits:
- Access to all content in Pure through simple RESTful API
- Common use cases: Populate faculty pages, data-warehousing and custom reporting
- Swagger.io support and versioning

• Requirements:
  - Developer
Feedback Session
Share your implementation experience.
Feedback Session

1. Do you consider your Implementation project a success
2. Were you informed well enough about the implementation process before purchasing Pure?
3. Did you get the help/guidance you needed for managing the project?
4. Did you get the right support in rolling out Pure to your users?
5. Do you have any advice for the Pure implementation team based on your own experience implementing Pure?

(In a hurry? Answer online later)
Thank you.
Pure Portal

• Examples of Showcasing
• Person Profile Page
• Fingerprinting / Search
AWS Hosting

• How many are hosted in AWS?

• AWS Regions
  - US East
  - EU West 1 (Ireland)
  - Singapore
  - Sydney

• Infrastructure and redundancy

• Testing Environments